The League of Women Voters of Dane County thanks the County Board for this opportunity to appear in support of Resolution 32. In the course of our Voter ID efforts, we have worked with some citizens who have faced barriers in obtaining the required government identification. Resolution 32 is a reasonable way to resolve an important problem faced by some homeless Dane County residents who need a government photo ID.

We appreciate the fact that the Department of Human Services asked the League to work with Clerk Scott McDonell to resolve this issue, and we want to recognize the leadership of Clerk McDonell in developing a solution.

We are impressed that each and every County Board member has demonstrated their commitment to helping disadvantaged persons obtain the ID they need to vote by sponsoring this resolution.

We want to acknowledge the time that Corporation Counsel Marcia MacKenzie has taken to investigate the DMV process for providing ID to homeless persons. And the league understands that the Department of Human Services will be crucial to the implementation of this process, which should result in more of their clients participating more fully in our society because they will have easier access to government identification.

The League supports adoption of Resolution 32 and urges that the process be put in place well before the August 9 primary.
ALLOWING HOMELESS INDIVIDUALS TO USE COUNTY DESIGNATED ADDRESSES FOR THE PURPOSES OF RECEIVING AN ID

The homeless or transient in Wisconsin have many challenges, including difficulties in exercising their right to vote. Without a permanent address, it is difficult to produce the necessary proof of residence required to register. The new Voter ID law has also made voting harder for many, but especially the homeless. An address is needed by the Department of Motor Vehicles in order to process an ID card or driver’s license which are produced out of state and mailed to the recipient at a later date.

The Department of Motor Vehicles allows citizens to use alternative addresses, such as homeless shelters or other locations that are convenient as long as they agree to receive the ID for the individual. Dane County addresses, such as the Job Center or JFF offices have been used in the past, but not in a consistent manner. Recently the Department of Motor Vehicles indicated they believed the County was refusing to allow homeless individuals to use County addresses as their own address. Use of County addresses for the purposes of an ID will help some homeless individuals exercise their right to vote if properly coordinated with a County case worker.

THEREFOR BE IT RESOLVED, that Dane County believes every person who can legally vote should be able to vote and that it is our obligation to help ensure that right; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Dane County will allow homeless or transient individuals to use County designated addresses for the purposes of receiving an ID; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Department of Human Services is designated to coordinate which address should be used, prioritizing the convenience of the individual; and

BE IT FINALLY RESOLVED, that the Department of Motor Vehicles be provided a copy of this resolution to ensure their knowledge of Dane County policy.